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Question 1

The program session and/or conference activity I thought most valuable was...(list session number,
session title, or presenter).

San Jose State University
Transition from Undergrad to Graduate
opportunities to interact with colleagues
there were 3: the keynote speaker, the state meeting, and "The Elephant in the Room..."
preconference workshop on Technology
Advising as Curriculum: Utilizing FYE to Advise and Transition Transfer Students in Bulk
ALL
The session on Google Docs.
"Researching a Major"
the Keynote Speaker!!
I thought the most valuable session was from California State University Channel Islands, Sue
Saunders.
A Systems Perspective on Academic Advising - Dr. Bob Hurt
The Elephant in the Room conference session
Pre-conference-The Marquee isn't cutting it:Using technology to reach Your students by D.
Furukawa & Vichaikul
394, go Forth and Google 309, Put it on the Marquee 397, Using Easy Technology
The student advising guide from orientation and beyond!
Keynote Speaker - Punam Mather
Learning Outcomes: Authentic, Measurable, Meaningful Assessment of the Advising Curriculum
presented by Merrill Deming from Crafton Hills College.
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Barbra Wallace -It takes a campus .. and Sue Saunders -The student advising guide .. and
Learning Locally with Adam Sikula and buds - in that order. Punam Mather, just terific speaker.
Great choice!
Sue Saunders, CSUCI
Amy Lance - Assessment and Advising: Where do I start? #373
The Student Advising Guide for Orientation and Beyond! Sue Sanders, CSU, Channel Islands
Valarie Morgan, Kia Frericks, Rimi Marwah, Tony Terrell, Janet Hollinger.
#318, Academic Advising: Putting the Spotlight on Students
It takes a campus to train an academic advisor #W1 Researching a mojor #403
$403 Researching a Major
Google docs....Go Forth and Google. We are using it now.
#318 Academic Advising: Putting the spotlight on students
Writing for NACADA
Go Forth and Google.
Tie between #373 Assessment & Advising with Amy Lance and #366 Learning Outcomes with
Merrill Deming because they fit so beautifully together. I would welcome a conference or
workshop focused on these two topics together.
Pre-Conference Using Technology to Reach Students.
Keynote by Punam Mather
Advising as Curriculum: Utilizing FYE to advise and transition transfer students in bulk
The informal opportunities to interact with colleagues from other institutions.
FYE
The Director from CSUCI. I also liked the presenter from Santa Clara University.
I was on the conference committee so I did not attend many sessions.
All were valuable to me.
#390, Student Advising Guide from Orientation and beyond!
Keynote Speaker: Punam Mather
Meg Fitzgerald , Change Your Message, Change Your Life
Putting the spotlight on students #318
Loved the originality of the video confessionals on a university campus "Putting the spotlight on
students." session #318. Enjoyed the energy of "Change your message, change your life."
session #404
"The Student Advising Guide, from Orientation and Beyond"
The key note speaker was very motivating.
#366, Learning Outcomes, Merrill Deming
undeclared students using catalog , handouts are wonderful
We all loved Punam's keynote address; it was fabulous!
#372 Advising Styles and Unique Teachable Moments in Las Vegas
Derek & Oak Using Technology Sue Saunders Advising guide from orientation and beyond Mimi
Murray Elephant in the Room Jeremy Morales Using Easy Tech

Question 2

Overall, I thought the conference was: Using the following scale, please indicate your evaluation of the
following conference related issues:

2.1 Advance e-mails, publicity, etc.

Poor 3 (3.3%)

Fair
16

(17.58%)

Good
38

(41.76%)

Excellent
30

(32.97%)

NA 4 (4.4%)

N/R 0 (0%)
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2.2 Conference Check-in

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 2 (2.2%)

Good
25

(27.47%)

Excellent
57

(62.64%)

NA 7 (7.69%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.3 Conference location

Poor 3 (3.3%)

Fair 7 (7.69%)

Good
31

(34.07%)

Excellent
45

(49.45%)

NA 5 (5.49%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.4 Dates of Conference

Poor 1 (1.1%)

Fair 6 (6.59%)

Good
25

(27.47%)

Excellent
54

(59.34%)

NA 5 (5.49%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.5 Conference Fee

Poor 1 (1.1%)

Fair 4 (4.4%)

Good
45

(49.45%)

Excellent
33

(36.26%)

NA 7 (7.69%)

N/R 1 (1.1%)

2.6 Facilities

Poor 3 (3.3%)

Fair
15

(16.48%)
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Good
45

(49.45%)

Excellent
25

(27.47%)

NA 2 (2.2%)

N/R 1 (1.1%)

2.7 Meals

Poor 4 (4.4%)

Fair
27

(29.67%)

Good
25

(27.47%)

Excellent
30

(32.97%)

NA 5 (5.49%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.8 First Time Attendee Meeting

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 3 (3.3%)

Good 7 (7.69%)

Excellent
10

(10.99%)

NA
68

(74.73%)

N/R 3 (3.3%)

2.9 Reception

Poor 2 (2.2%)

Fair 8 (8.79%)

Good
28

(30.77%)

Excellent
19

(20.88%)

NA
31

(34.07%)

N/R 3 (3.3%)

2.10 Preconference Workshops

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 3 (3.3%)

Good 9 (9.89%)
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Excellent
20

(21.98%)

NA
56

(61.54%)

N/R 3 (3.3%)

2.11 Keynote Speaker - Punam Mather, MGM Mirage

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 4 (4.4%)

Good 9 (9.89%)

Excellent
57

(62.64%)

NA
19

(20.88%)

N/R 2 (2.2%)

2.12 Conference Materials

Poor 3 (3.3%)

Fair 9 (9.89%)

Good
37

(40.66%)

Excellent
38

(41.76%)

NA 3 (3.3%)

N/R 1 (1.1%)

2.13 Variety of Topics Presented

Poor 2 (2.2%)

Fair 6 (6.59%)

Good
34

(37.36%)

Excellent
43

(47.25%)

NA 6 (6.59%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.14 NACADA Publications Display

Poor 1 (1.1%)

Fair
13

(14.29%)

Good
35

(38.46%)

Excellent
20

(21.98%)
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NA
22

(24.18%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.15 Hospitality

Poor 2 (2.2%)

Fair 5 (5.49%)

Good
26

(28.57%)

Excellent
46

(50.55%)

NA
12

(13.19%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.16 Networking Opportunities

Poor 2 (2.2%)

Fair
12

(13.19%)

Good
26

(28.57%)

Excellent
44

(48.35%)

NA 7 (7.69%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.17 Length of Conference

Poor 1 (1.1%)

Fair 4 (4.4%)

Good
31

(34.07%)

Excellent
51

(56.04%)

NA 4 (4.4%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.18 Overall, I thought the conference was:

Poor 1 (1.1%)

Fair 6 (6.59%)

Good
33

(36.26%)

Excellent
47

(51.65%)

NA 4 (4.4%)
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N/R 0 (0%)

Question 3

How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this conference?

None
37

(40.66%)

1-2
38

(41.76%)

3-4 5 (5.49%)

5 or more
11

(12.09%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 4

How did you learn of this conference? (Mark all that apply)

Talking with a colleague
50

(54.95%)

E-mail announcement from NACADA
31

(34.07%)

NACADA Website
37

(40.66%)

Other: 6 (6.59%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Other Text:
My supervisor has presented for NACADA several times and is a very active member!
announcment at national conference
Notification of available resources to go by campus provost
I was on the planning commitee
Advising Director's Support
Wanted to attend

Question 5

To what extent did the conference meet your expectations?

All
26

(28.57%)

Most
45

(49.45%)

Some
18

(19.78%)

Not at all 2 (2.2%)

N/R 0 (0%)
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Question 6

Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution?

Faculty Advisor 5 (5.49%)

Academic Advisor/Counselor
59

(64.84%)

Advising Administrator
14

(15.38%)

Administrator with responsibilities over

several areas, one of which is advising
1 (1.1%)

Graduate student 8 (8.79%)

Institutional position supports advising i.e.

Registrar, admissions, financial aid, etc.
1 (1.1%)

Affiliated with a college or university but not

in any of the roles previously mentioned
3 (3.3%)

Not affiliated with an institution of higher

education
0 (0%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 7

How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or faculty member)

less than 5 years
45

(49.45%)

5-10 years
24

(26.37%)

11-20 years
14

(15.38%)

more than 20 years 8 (8.79%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 8

In what ways was this conference valuable to you?
To be able to network with fellow advising professionals in the region; to learn what they are doing
in terms of research, etc.
I was able to meet advisors at other campuses and learn about what they are doing that works for
them.
Presenting work in front of my colleagues and learning how others conduct their responsibilities.
Interacting with advisors from throughout the region, particularly my state. Hearing about issues
we are all dealing with; having the opportunity to attend sessions that benefit me professionally &
personally.
brainstorming, sharing best practices, hearing what others are doing
The workshops were excellent and really were geared towards effective advising!
It gave me the opportunity to meet other advisors that worked in programs similar to the one I
work in, and share some best practices.
networking
Networking and learning techniques that other institutions use.
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Meeting other advisors, session topics, etc.
I learned about ways to incorporate Google Docs, video confessionals for feedback from
students, and other useful suggestions.
Some of the presenters made their presentations applicable to other institutions so I am able to
incorporate what I learned when I advise students.
GATHERING IDEAS I CAN COME BACK TO MY OFFICE AND USE TO IMPROVE OVERALL
SERVICE OF MY UNIT AND MY PERFORMANCE AS AN ADVISOR.
I want to develop literature to my students so they can understand what we do for students in the
Counseling Department.
It gave me the opportunity to not only network, but explore perceptions surrounding advising that
are different from those I encounter at my institution.
Networking with colleagues within my own region
Variety of presentations; good contacts; great hospitality
Opportunities to meet one-to-one vs. large national
The keynote speaker was outstanding.
I really enjoyed the Orientation and beyond workshop. I plan to incorporate many of the aspects
of the presentation in my advising program.
the conference had a nice variety of session topics and was very inspiring!
I brought together my Advising staff and faculty/major advisors across campus to NACADA. The
goal was to develop a base for advising that is the norm at other universities. This will help us
restructure advising at our institution.
I am using the information I gained at this conference and using it at my own office.
We are going thru an institution realignment so: mid semester grades, new retention patterns,
redefined acad advisor roles(the 'we can do the impossible') attitude of higher powers has been
done and how really helped. Great ideas!
It was my first conference experience and I thought it was a great introduction. Some of the
presenters were very helpful and provided great ideas to take back.
I learned what my fellow advisors were doing in their programs and was able to bring things back
to my institution to implement.
Sharing and hearing ideas from colleagues from other institutions.
The opportunity to network, and I learned something new about how I can applied technology.
Great information, learned many new things.
Experience in research
gaining knowledge and networking
Opportunity to get new ideas on how to address age-old issues. Also a good forum for
discussing some of the new challenges we all face at our institutions and how to meet these
challenges.
Sessions were excellent!
The sessions gave me many new resources and ideas, I was also able to meet other advisors at
a variety of institutions.
It presented information for me to become a better advisor
I attended some interesting presentations and left with some new ideas that are applicable to my
campus.
Meeting people in the Region and hearing their concerns.
I learned some new ways of doing things, which is what I love about NACADA. I also had a
chance to network with people from other institutions, which I find extremely valuable.
Confirmed that I was headed in the right direction -- advising is teaching life skills.
There were a few sessions that were valuable valuable: Using Technology to reach students;
Change Your Message, Change your Life; Reaching them where they live...
Inspirational and educational
Presentation experience
Good resources were provided
The conference networkgin was great and there was a very positive aura about the conference in
a time of stress.
Meeting local and regional peers, felt had same insight on issues in the region.
Networking and learning about different methods to address needs of students
Learn different ideas and ways to improve advising at my campus
I like meeting new colleagues from other schools.
It gave me great experience in the NACADA planning process
I like that it's a smaller venue.
Exposed to some new ideas and concepts for advising.
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N/A
hear about what is effective in other colleges and might use some at our college
Meeting the new young leaders.
Keynote Speaker and the quality of conference presentations
The workshops consistently give me ideas to try at my department.
I liked the sessions on high risk students.
I enjoy hearing how other institutions approach on advising styles and what works for them,
program wise, as an institution.
It was valuable to meet colleagues from other institutions from our region, and to find people with
similar job titles and duties.
There were some great presentations with plenty of timely information.
Able to get motivated and be refreshed.
it was applicable and i was able to apply ideas to my job
Networking; Google info.; Chance to meet others in the same region.
It gave me more information about an area (advising) that I don't know very much about
Networking
I was able to understand the true meaning of my job as an Advisor.

Question 9

My recommendations for future conferences include: (topics/speakers/external activities/type/length of
sessions, etc.)

to offer another day of sessions and the closing session was rather chaotic in that it was during
the check-out time of the hotel which I noticed affected most of the participants, including me.
More technology based workshops. Some sessions there were many I wanted to attend and
some there were none that sounded interesting-so more variety per session. Have presenters
cover how their topic can be applied to other campuses.
For the expense of the conference, I would like to see it 1/2 - 1 day longer. If conference is in city
where there is a university/college, would be nice to have a tour(s).
sessions were interesting but very specific to each presenter's school. i wish there had been
more time for break-out groups/discussion so we could hear from the audience how they do it at
their school & share best practices
Qe should consider putting on training sessions (mini course/workshop) on specialized topics, but
not as pre-conference workshops since many individuals would not be able to attend. continued in
question 10
I didn't attend the State Meeting b/c I thought it was going to be for officers. When I found out
what was discussed I really wish that I had gone, so I would recommend that the State Meetings
are advertised more & encourage to go.
I recommend that the conference be held at a nicer hotel. I was locked out of my room the first
night because the lock on the door was old, and the second night I was woken up by the people in
the next room.
*Using Strengths Quest when advising students *Presenters should provide handouts or email
handouts *Workshop description should not be misleading
THE KEYNOTE SPEAKER REALLY SETS THE TONE. I HAVE ATTENDED MANY
CONFERENECES WHERE THE SPEAKER WAS NOT VERY GOOD. THE SPEAKER FOR
THIS CONFERENENCE HIT IT OUT OF THE PARK. I THINK PICKING THE SPEAKER IS
MOST IMPORTANT.
As this was my first conference, I do not have any suggestions.
Variety is good- even those outside the academic topics
Sharing experiences of academic advising at different institutions
Offer some of the more popular sessions twice.
Better breakfasts, see comments below.
More graduate student focused topics.
I was looking for more ideas for putting advising on the Marquee, and I thought that the keynote
speaker is usually the person to bring home this message. I did enjoy the message but I was
looking for more.
More handouts instead of asking the presenters to send me an email. More time for the sessions
because I want to hear questions and comments.
Plan earlier! Have topics chosen & descriptions of all published on web 1-2 mo. ahead. Almost
couldn't come because of late info. Missed info-you sent emails on travel day to bring gifts and
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Thurs being Tshirt day. Very disapointed!
On our campus, advisors are not generally treated as professionals. A possible topic might be
how to change perceptions about our profession.
More networking opportunities. Have signs at the hotel check-in of where NACADA registration
takes place.
keep up the good work
Do not have an early morning session the second day. Attendance was low and I felt bad for the
speakers who had worked hard and prepared material. Maybe this was b/c we were in Vegas and
people were out late the night before?
?
For the introduction to NACADA, discuss more opportunities and explanations of what NACADA
offers.
Please get the information regarding the conference out earlier. I have a friend from another
institution who was unable to attend because very little was posted on the website and she was
unable to "justify" why she should attend.
BRING PUNAM MATHER BACK!!! Record her speech so that it can be replayed. Post it on the
web for access by all. Workshops on developing advising syllabi and learning outcomes would be
great.
The speaker for this conference was far, far superior to the personal slide show at the San Jose
conference. Keep folks who are outside of tradition advising and deal with fundamentals that
underpin the day to day issues.
None
Better lunch.
More variety in topics for presentations
More workshops overall and to have them spread out over 3 days
More ways to communicate.
N/A
I would like to see more activities for networking. I think next year I will put in a program proposal
to do so. Also organized dinners or events external to conference. (dinner, show, or touring set
up)
More after-conference activities to network with peers
CHANGE LOCATION...THE HOTEL AMBIANCE WAS OLD-RUSTY, USED! BRING TOPICS
AND GUESTS SPEAKERS/PRESENTERS WITH MULTI-DIVERSE APTITUDES.
CONFERENCE LACK SUBSTANCE.
1 hour sessions are good.topics that help us help students with advising either on a one on one or
group work.
I have enjoyed workshops that discuss ways of changing students perceptions whether on topics
of policy and integrity, or priorities and focus.
better breakfast for sure!
I would like to see a regional conference have "tracks," one would be for administrators and it
would be all about how to be a better administrator. track 2 would be for new advisors and what to
expect and the best practices.
i really enjoy sessions that i can pesonally use and apply ot my job for instance showing ideas on
how undeclared students using catalog and the presenter from CSU Monterey Bay about
freshmen advising and her handouts were great!
Punam should be a repeat speaker!

Question 10

Additional comments:
I commend the staff for a job well done in coordinating such an event! They were warm, friendly
and professional and I am proud to be a part of this NACADA region!
Lunch was good, but the breakfasts were really bad. The keynote speaker was great! Thanks for
all the hard work!
The keynote speaker was AMAZING!!!!!!!!!!!!!
They did a very nice job - had a lot of good break out sessions from which to choose.
more opportunities for connecting outside of workshops- maybe @ meals, group tables by
discussion topic or type of school so ppl can choose where to sit? most ppl stuck w their own
schools, but i wanted to connect beyond. thank you
Great job Cheryl!
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It will affect revenues since no preconference fees will be collected, but may justify raising overall
conference fee. Perhaps NACADA could support, provide support for training and concurrently
offer as a webinar (or tape/CD)
It was an enjoyable event.
The food was terrible. Make sure when you plan, that you offer options that include nutricious
options, and for those who cannot eat spicy food with peppers.
Choose a better hotel next time.
Well done; great job.
It I could have bought the Nacada books from the table, I would have bought them. But, since
they were going to be mailed. I didn't buy them and now I probably won't.
Breakfast still needs work. Did not care for the lox and bagels and eggs were very runny. I would
like to have a selection of fruit, oatmeal, eggs, toast or bagels. Don't want just a continental
breakfast as we need protein.
The team from Ai were really not helpful, this may have been their first NACADA presentation and
it showed. They presented a retention model without retention data and how they know this model
was successful.
Best overall Reg Nacada Conf in years! Great topics and variety of topics. BF foods were
horrible-both times, Sorry! Punam - Fabulous! Lots of solid discussion, sharing and networking.
Need coffee &juice in breaks. Great Job!!!!
Everything was well done. However the luncheon keynote speaker was allowed to go over her
allotted time of 60 min. (And she was ready to wrap up at 2:15.) She ended at 2:30 and this put
the 2:30 afternoon session behind since peop
The keynote speaker was fabulous, though the topic did not seem to be completely relevant to
the conference theme.
i've really enjoyed every conference i've attended! thanks
I like getting a list of people attending the conference so that I can try to find people from various
schools. Usually this is included in the conference packet.
Thank you....the experience was very informative and a lot of fun!
overall, I enjoyed attending the conference very much although I was disappointed in a couple of
the presentations. I missed out on a couple that I heard were very good. Las Vegas was a great
location.
I loved the keynote speaker. She was extremely motivating and I really enjoyed her presentation.
I was frustrated that the abstracts often were not accurate. There seemed to be only one strong
session per period, e.g. #352 was a book report on the theory of one author, I could of read it
myself. More like #W2, #399,#373
The Key Note speaker was amazing. She was phenomenal!
Great job by the confernece committee.
Organizers very welcoming and hard working
Great job
Overall, I get alot out of the Regional level conferences. Thank you for the opportunity!
Good job Cheryl!
N/A
Kudos to the chair--Cheryl Tillotson and her committee.
I found the conference fun and informative. I'm very happy to have been a part of it.
There was no vegetarian option at meals, even though we were able to request it on our
registration forms. I had a staff member who wasn't able to eat most of the provided lunch.
overall great, for me personally they let me check out at 2pm which was so gracious of Tropicana
,, thank you
Thank you very much for all the hard work putting these events together. You do a fabulous job!
I thought the keynote speaker was amazing! Even if I wouldn't have gotten anything out of the rest
of the conference (which I did), seeing her was worth the cost of the conference!
Internet access
My first NACADA conference experience was great! I look forward to attending more in the future.

- End of Survey -
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